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6.We propose a dynamical theory of hadrons in terms of par-
tons.  Partons are defined as free particle-like states in a ;
reference frame moving with the velocity of light.  Lorentz co-

rvariance properties of the theory are investigated; we give a
method of constructing a class of covariant interactions directly
in terms of parton operators.  A transverse harmonic oscillator
potential between parton pairs is suggested as an effective in-
teraction giving rise to the observed meson spectrum.  The par-
ton-system exhibits collective excitations; in a Hartree-Fock
approximation the latter correspond to free mesons.  The elastic
scattering amplitude of spinless mesons is calculated in an exter-

fnal field approximation.  At moderate energies the amplitude ex-
hibits local duality.                                                      3oISTRIBUT10£3 OF THIS OCCIRST &&119RED
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1.  Introduction and Summary

The objective of this paper is to explore some consequences

of the following hypothesis:

Hadrons are composite objects; their "constituents" can

be obse.rved as "particles"  in a reference frame_ moving with

the  velocity of light. (Feynman's "parton" hypothesisl))

This hypothesis receives support from several facts.  As a

reminder to the reader, we briefly list some of them.

a,)  Low-lying (therefore, well-identifiable) levels of the

hadron spectrum exhibit an "oscillator-like" structure, resembling

low-energy excitations of a complicated many-body system (e.g.

nuclei).

b.)  Various successful phenomenological modelsl,2) of had-   '

ronic reactions suggest an underlying many-body structure of had-

rons.

c.)  Duality both in hadron and lepton induced reactions can    

be qualitatively understood by invoking a compositeness hypothesis.

(This was particularly emphasized by Lovelace for hadronic reac-

tions3  and by the present authors for lepton induced ones.4))

d.)  GGrsey and Orfanidis have shown that a large number of

.the observed features of hadronic reactions can be understood and

unified by adapting the kinematics to a "lightlike" reference

frame (LF). Their results generalize earlier calculations per-5)

6)
formed in the framework of various specific models and strongly

suggest that a "lightlike" description of hadronic processes may

considerably simplify matters or - possibly - it is their only

correct description.

:
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The. basic question to which we address ourselves in this

paper is the following:

Can the parton hypothesis lead to a physically meaningful

dynamical theory of hadrons?

Several remarks are in order at this point.

1,)  Since the LF is not an inertial frame of reference, its

explicit use in the description of dynamics should be avoided in           :

order to preserve the Lorentz invariance of the theory.  The correct

procedure is to specify single "particle" states by means of mea-

surements performed in a LF. In a space-time picture this5,7)

corresponds to the specification of initial conditions on a null

plane, rather than on a space-like one. 7,8)
:1

This procedure in turn leads to a front form of the dynamics,     '
t

as proposed by Dirac.
9)                                                        i

2.)  The concept of a "constituent" of a relativistic system           -

is not a well-defined one, except perhaps in the limit of weak

binding.  In this paper we adopt a - rather vague - operational

definition of the "constituents" of hadrons (the "partons" in Feyn-

man's terminology).  We assume that the Hamiltonian describing the

time development in the front form of dynamics can be meaningfully
1

split into two terms, one of which describes the free motion of             £

partons, the other their interaction.  The partons are tentatively
t

identified with quarks (fermions of spin one-half); we pay, however,

no attention to their internal symmetry properties in this paper.

3.)  Before a meaningful investigation of a dynamical theory           f

of partons can be undertaken, their kinematical properties have to           

6

be clarified. In more abstract terms, one has to construct an ir-
a

t

a

'
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reducible realization of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group spannedd

by the single patton states.  Further, reduction properties of

product states have to be investigated; this leads to the con-

struction of covariant interaction terms and/or S-matrix elements.

An outline of the plan of the paper and of the basic results

follows.

Section 2 deals with the problem of the kinematics of free

partons.  While this problem has been treated before (cf. in par-
·.  10),

ticular GUrsey and Orfanidis for the most complete description

the essential steps are briefly reproduced here for further re-

ference.  We show in particular that single parton states span a

basis of an irreducible unitary realization of the homogeneous
11)Lorentz group, SL(2,C).  The realization of SL(2,C) in question

turns out to be identical to the Gelfand-Naimark one. 12) (As far

as we know, this result is new, at least in its present form.)

This result is a most comforting one, since it is relatively easy

to investigate the transition between a LF and an inertial frame

in this basis.  As a consequence, one is able to choose a standard

inertial frame connected with a LF by means of an infinite boost

along a fixed direction.  It follows, in particular, that no di-

vergent  ( or vanishing) factors are picked  up  by the parton states

when acted upon by such a boost.

After this, we construct the Fock-space of parton states.

According to the parton hypothesis, vectors of. this space form a

basis for physical states.  The action of appropriately defined
1

discrete symmetry eperations is also investigated in this section.

The problem  f constructing covariant interactions is taken
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up in Section 3. While in the conventional, instant form'of dy-         ri
9)    .namics   this problem is usually solved by introducing fields;             'p

'

I

1 .

that procedure is not practical here.  As emphasized elsewhere
8)

R
hfield operators are subject to constraints and, therefore, are in-

convenient  to use. Instead,  we  use a generalization of Wigner's 11

classical.procedure of defining the spin of a particle in a co-          '
13) N

4.
variant fashion.  The interaction is first written down in terms           3
of "particld" operators  in a standard frame, Afterwards  it  .is                           R

8
boosted up to an arbitrary frame of reference.  This trick reduces

the invariance requirements to invariance with respect to a sub-           A
group of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group, which is relatively easy         L

to satisfy.  It is found that a large class of non-local, pheno-      1
menological interactions can be constructed. Rather than search-

14)

ing for a "fundamental" interaction, in this paper we adopt an                j v
attitude similar to the one prevalent in the early days of nuclear     1

physics, that at present too little may be known about the dynamics
.. m

of hadrons.  Thus, motivated by the properties of the spectrum             "

:

9

0I <

(cf. point a) at the beginning of this section), an effective

oscillator interaction between quark-antiquark pairs is written

down. (We also come to the remarkable conclusion that no cov.ariant

pair interaction can be constructed which describes a quark-quark         '
-4

interaction.) In Section 4 it is shown that such an interaction
leads, indeed, to "collective excitations" with a realistic-looking
spectrum.  We conjecture that - at least in some approximation -

these excitations can be identified with free mesons.

An application of the formalism developed here is considered
in Section 5.  We add yet another term to our phenomenological            i

f 1
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Hamiltonian which describes the excitation of the collective

modes  of the quark-parton system by means of scalar particles.

The  elas  c  6-ca- tering  amplitude  of the_ scalar mesons  is  then
-IV.--*.. - -'.)

calculat d in an "external field approximation" (i.e. only the

quarks  re assumed to be described by dynamical equations).

kn 
this approximation the problem can be solved exactly and

we  fin  ' that  at  not  too high energies, the amplitude  of  the  elas-

tic sc ttering of the scalar mesons exhibits local duality:  the

collec ive modes in the intermediate states add up to give rise

to the appearance of Regge poles in the crossed channel. (This

result/is to be compared with the construction of optical poten-

tials in nuclear physics by summing over a large number of nuclear      I
-'

levels.)

Finally, Section 6 is devoted to some concluding remarks.
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2.  Kinematics

2.1  The inhomogeneous Lorentz group in a lightlike basis

We use a lightlike basis ( 6 -basis), in Minkowski space;

covariant components of a vector, v, are denoted by vi(i = 1, 2),

vz, vt' where vz' vt are the components in the two conjugate light-

like directions, cf. The components of the metric tensor are:
8)                                                          1

 ik =  ik' 9zt = C tz = -1, the others vanish. Correspondingly,

generators of homogeneous Lorentz transformations, M rw , as

written in an 2-basis are:

M<ze M     ,           M zt= N      ,          M z,  s E I ) IV'4£ =Fi ,
(2.1)

1'
L

. /1
-

while we use the following notation for the translation generators:

B Pz ap P=H (2.2)
t. .6 -

.,

Eigenvalues of operators are denoted by the corresponding lower

case letters, unless otherwise specified.

We denote the subgroup generated by Ei, M, N, Pi by   .  It

is easily seen from the standard commutators that it is isomorphic

to the two dimensional Galilei group with dilatations. (Galilei

boosts are generated by Ei, "dilatations" by N.)  This subgroup          *

plays a central role in what follows. In particular, it gives a

precise formulation of the statement about the "slowing down" of

the transverse motionl  in a LF. Notice that under   , the eigen-       f
1

value of P plays the role of a "Galilean mass," while H is the

Hamiltonian. Independent components of a vector of given square

..
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in the f-basis are best characterized by a spinor,   (A = 1, 2).
Choosing the eigenvector, pr ' of (2.2), with P f  pr = -.r2 ( P.
being the invariant mass), we have:

02 2

f· I+8 F p.,111,/ Fu = IAL   ,                         (2.3)j 1

2 )       2p

-*
Here and in what follows, we denote:  / = (pl, P2); 5.-(qi, 61)
are the standard Pauli matrices. Choose a standard spinor, 7  ,by

-4/4
71==0  '   721= 2   76 , so that the corresponding vector, Tj'r , has

the components

1.

B =O , *=76 )                                     2 r- ( 2,4)
K. 1_   .

On choosing a three parameter subgroup, B, of , with the general

element:
-'

8( 0,61) -e     e      ,                            (2.5)
iON LaE

one verifies that the orbit B     is the hyperboloid pr ptl =112,
p > 0.  ·The transformations (2.5) are called infinite momentum

frame boosts by GUrsey and Orfanidis.5)  Evidently, the value of

70 is immaterial (one can go from one "standard" vector, E   'to
another by means of a "dilatation," exp(iYN) ) .   In what follows,
we may put 7C =  1  without  loss of generality.

It is convenient to parametrize B by means of the components

of the Galilean velo'dity,   =  /p and p of the vector reached from

4
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8   by the action of B.  In this way we obtain the following form
of B i n the 2 x 2 matrix representation:

4

B (=,p)  -+           iF                 z {F

0                                    (2.6)

where

Z  =     .B r L Fi     _     VA  -  ily,
f;I p -I.

(2.7)
'1 

Given a function f(Pr ) of the momentum, we shall regard it either         '
r

as a function of the momentum components 7, p and of the invariant t-Prpr = 112 or of z, p and
 13,

which  ever is convenient,  with»
out changing the symbol denoting the function. The argument r'          4
will be in general, suppressed. I "tNotice that by (2.3), the variable z is just a Gelfand-

Naimark parameter,

t'Z.=- .                                                                U
1                                                                                                                                          (2.8)

it

Therefore, under a proper, homogeneous Lorentz transformation,

q =  /4      0 '\ *8 -Y A=  i      .
4  (Y a) '                )                           1

Z's   gz   =       0(z + B
MZ+8 ' 1.

)                                                     (2.9)Pigp Q p(fz+6)(fitg) I
:1
·

i

N
i

2/ 1
....,V'. ..     1
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The invariant volume element in terms of these variables be-

comes:

d B(z, p)  - f(Ii R.   =   -dzdipd p      .
19        & ul (2.10)

One checks.easily that dB( z,p) = dB(dz,gp) for g € SL( 2,C).  In

what follows, we replace p by  p  in (2.10), thus obtaining the

invariant volume element  for the entire hyperboloid  p r PIL  +  ,1 =O. i.

a

2,2  Single particle states. Fock space. Induction of Lorentz
il

transformations.                                     :

The description of single-"particle" states given in this
13)

III

subsection follows Wigner's classic treatment adapted to the 1 5.
present physical situation, as described in Section 1.  The calcu-         1

lations are explicitly carried out for the case of particles of

spin one-half (quark states); generalization to arbitrary spin is

straightforward.

A single-quark state is specified by measurements performed

in.  a   standard  LF. The momentum there is given  by   (2.4) ,   with

*-* 00  . The' little group is generated  by  Fi,  M,  as the reader
can immediately verify ·by using (2.3) and the 2 x 2 matrix repre-

sentations:

6                                      1    )                    \IP        )                   (2.10)
1.14 -    + , 14
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The generator M is the spin operator in the standard LF, while
13)acts trivially. Thus, the standard quark state is characterized

by the spin, m, (and by the sig:n of )c- ) : ,.

U(el M'e) Im>= eimig lm>,

Uceijr (2.11)
) lm>  = im>, ( rn =  t L/2  )   0

Our standard frame ( )0 = 1)· can be reached by an "infinite boo€.t,"
Viz,

r-
£YN

e        'to,T- „. >C- 00.
)

A general state,   z, p, mj, , is obtained by letting the
unitary operator U(B(z,p)) act on Im) :

lz,p,m> = U( 8(z,pl) Irn>. (2,12)

The action of a general, proper Lorentz transformation is obtained
by Wigner's induction · procedure:

U(ghz, p, m> =  U ( 2 M,1,) 19z , gp, rn> r                                                             I
i rnN' (2.13)

== e
1 gz) gp,   rn>)                                                                            I

j

.-
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in  v·iew  of   (2.11).     The   angle   4'   can be determined by comput ing
the element W(g; z, p) of the little group given by the standard
formula:

W( 93  zIp)=   6-1.(9=,gp)9  Boz, p) (2.14)

On using (2.6), (2.9), we find after a short calculation:

l19) Izip-,m>- C Vz + 61-rn (¥S+&)rn 'cdz,cdp,rn> . (2.15)

Equation (2.15) shows  that the vectors i z p m k transform accord-
Eing to the irreducible, unitary realization, Al = -m/2, j2 = m/2,          r

of the homogeneous Lorentz group.  The transformation law (2.15)
is identical to the transformation of the elements of a Gelfand-
Naimark basis. This is not surprising. Indeed, one of the many

12)

ways of generating the Gelfand-Naimark realization of SL(2,C) is by
inducing the full group on one of its Euclidean subgroups; this

coincides with the Wigner procedure in the present context. It..

should be observed, however, that in order to obtain a realization
of the full inhomogeneous Lorentz group, we need the label p in
addition to z.

There are several among the vectors (2.12) which are equi-
valent under SL(2,C).

1

I--*-Ill-- ----Will- I-.
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One observes that

4
./I

- P -P1.r =a --= )P -P
and using (2.15) one readily establishes the following equivalence
classes:

Iz  p,m> a,lz,-p,m> -* 12,p,-m> (2.16)

from which all the others can be generated.  These equivalence
classes of vectors are mapped onto each other by discrete symmetry
operations as it will become clear shortly.

It follows from this construction that under a boost alorrg
the 3d axis (   = 'S = 0,  0(8 = 1) the states (2.12) do not pick
up any numerical factor.  This proves the consistency of the proce-
dure used throughout this paper: even though measurements speci-
fying the parton (quark) states are supposed to be performed in
a  LF ,  one may safely  use a standard frame  with    x=  1  even  for  a
finite rest mass.

The Fock space of free quark states is generated by intro-
ducing the vacuum, 10> , and creation and annihilation operators.
We require that the latter satisfy the canonical anticommutation
rules, viz,:

i&(z,F'), g ne,(71 4)  = 6 R1'M' 6( 1,-FS) 6  Z--f) ,  (2.17)
1 PI

tami(ZIP)'  arn' (744)1  =  0 )

 ----1-1--g£2---j-%-Ill--Ik 
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where

/(2) 1    f/23  -     -e,6 Cz-z') a irr 8(z-z,) 6(z-- 21 -2.p ace-p')·

In the usual way, for p<0, a (z, p) is interpreted as a creation          :

operator of an antiquark. In an obvious matrix notation we

write:

e (- p) a(z, p) -  e(-p)eb' (z,-pl, (2.18)

where € is the antisymmetric matrix:

e. C 1, 3
ET=  e =   6-1

r
t

Using (2.16), one readily establishes that both sides of (2.18)

behave in the same way under homogeneous Lorentz transformations.

Finally, we combine operators of both signs of p into the

quark operator, C  :

r

cf(z,p)=   eCp)acz,p)+  e(-p)el*z,-p) . (2.19)

(Crossing.)

The  transformation  law  of the operator  C   (z,  p)  can  be  read  off
from (2.15).  We find:

i
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1

U(9) cfacz,p) U((1)* = (Yz+6)=CY-z-+8)-acfac-z,1 P,J=

== C-6.yz,to,  6%5'+340  cfc»'t P'))
(2.20)

(CL=+1/2,-VI) ,
\

It follows, in particular, that ((
Cl (z,    p)   C  (z,    p) )    and( (1 (z, p) ( )(z, -p)) are invariants. The generators of trans-

lations, the spin operator,   , and the operator of the Fermion

charge, F, can be written in a particularly compact form in terms ,;

of CD .  One finds:

4                                                            WP  "+fds  :91=P) cfcz,p):  P,                                                                                             1           ,

P =+ SCAB :fep)cfcz,P: P ,

1.1,- 1-3«15,4.P)9(z,P: (P=2+4) ,
(2.21)

T = 4- fdB:(t-fp) (: 9(z,P:i                                                                          ,

1

l.4
F --6 C dB:f'gp)9(ZIP) : ,

whereas, for example, the Z-operator, which plays a central role
in the treatment of the Lorentz group given by Bars and GGrsey, 15)

can be written as:
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1

Z= tSdB :T+(zip)9(ZIP): Gap)Z.

(In these formulae:   - 00 <p< 00  . )

2.3·, Discrete symmetry operations.

Charge conjugation is defined in the standard way:

u(c) Qmc #,Ipi) u+(c) = 7c bmcp'IP|,
1
L

where   c is a phase. However, space inversion (TT) and Wigner
time reversal (T) are not convenient operations, since they change
the direction of the velocity of a LF.  Suitable operations are

obtained by combining   TE    and  T  with a rotat ion through  1800 6

around - say - the 2nd axis:

5.e 1 1, ("reflection"),
- i le M 13    1-T

Q= e     13 T-flt M
("reversal")

The geometrical'properties of these operations and, hence, their
effect on creation and annihilation operators can be readily

established.  Without going into details', in Table 1, we summarize
the action of these operations on the quark operators, C  0

In the following calculations, we set the quark mass equal to

zero.  This simplifies the formulae somewhat; a finite quark mass
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l
can be taken into account in a trivial way.

3.  Covariant interactions                                                  _

In order to describe the dynamics of quarks, one has to

construct covariant quantities describing the interaction. As

a starting point, let us work in the interaction picture.  This

means that a quark operator
Cf (f,

p) acquires an exponential

time dependence, yiz:

31
Cfc gplt)-    cpc F,  p)   exp i·       ' ·t2P

(3.1)
E.-

=  9 (Fl P) exp Cfzt .

The interaction part, Wl' of the action must be then of the form: 16)

r

W ---1. fat f f[ 6,115121 expilp  .*   3€ (F., B)                                                  1 1  ,=1     2 ip'.1 ( 3.2a)
or

w,=-S fr # dp,  6 (ZA,)   1.e. cr„ p..)                                          1
i: 1         2/ PA (3.2b)

It

...

The operator  38 -1( i, pi)  is the interaction ·density in momentum

space.  It describes the interaction of n quarks (antiquarks) of

momentum components ( , Pi, hi) i = l, 2,. .., n. Fermion number

conservation requires that 3 1 contain n/2 operators C ) and an                      
equal number of the conjugate

operators, C )  ,
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It will be convenient to define a light-like Schrodinfer

picture coinciding with the interaction picture on the null plane

t  =  0.     Assuming  that we found  J g ,  and  further  that   it  does  not
contain expressions of the for'mpic  (i'i, Pi)' etc. (no "deriva-
tive interactions"), one immediately gets the interaction Hamil-

tonian in the Schrodinger picture as:

r n  ,2.p *

'-14 -    J  11   2.£' ap..    '56* < -      p   ) . (3.3)
w      29/1

1

6.1;-/

(Formally, the expression of Hl is obtained from (3.2) by omitting

the factor, -  (X hi), from the integrand.) Evidently, Hl must
be translation invariant:

r

[pwl-IPH7_0 (3.4)
1    .  .4 3

- ,  1     1 5   -

where the operators *, P are given by (2.21) . Further, Wl must
be invariant with respect to proper Lorentz transformations; deal-          1

ind with strong interactions, we also assume that it is invariant

under reflections:                                                           i

UL91) W* l.1'81) -  UCC) W, U+C)= US)W, Uts)- ( 3.5)

=   [0(62)\64 U'"(Q) =  W,   ,                                                   1

86  SL (2,C)   .

1 i
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li1
(The square bracket in the last expression means that the order t

'I.

i  of the operators   C<,     .  is to be reversed  in the expression                        ;9+                             .
of Wl' 

The requirement of invariance under proper Lorentz trans-

formations (which is most difficult to satisfy, since C  , C +
transform according to nonlinear realizations of SL(2,C)) can be

reduced to invariance under a subgroup.  Indeed by using (3.4),

we can pick n-1 independent relative momenta, 2'i, and lone<itudinal
momentum fractions, yi, such that the total transverse momentum

carried by the quarks adds up to zero and the total longitudinal

momentum to one. (To demonstrate this, choose e.g.
a-„

.*

Fi - Eli ,     M= 8, (C=     19...    3  n-4)
11-4 n-4

 n =  -21 EFI   ,       Pn =  1- -  11 '1:   .    )                                                                   1-
2= , ,='

With this choice, WI can be written as:                                     5

w,- 5«15(-ip)U(Be,tp)), U'-(Blzp) (3.6) ;;

where B(z, p)  CL is given by (2.6). Evidently, Wl is the in-
Irb    C                                                                                                                                 i..., ,

teraction in a standard frame of reference.

We now state the central result of this section.

The interaction W, is invariant under proper Lorentz+
4'

transformations if Wl is invariant under transformations

generated by Fi, M (the little group of the standard light-

like   momentum,    2  =0,    p   =    1) .
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I
proof. Consider g € SL(2,C),

U(9) W,Utl) -   f dBczp) U(ybc=p)) Wi (3+(1 BLzp)                       .1

t

=    f  d B (y= i y p)    U (  5(lz, 9 p))  x

k U (w) 91 U+(W) Ut Blgz,cdp)) .

r

L
In the last line we used the invariance of the volume element,
(2.10).  The transformation W is defined by (2.14); it is evidently

an element of the little group. Hence, U(g) WlU+ (g) = Wl, pro- r.

vided U(W) W. U+ (W) ='W , 4.e.d.
This result can be further simplified.  Observe the matrix

identity:

 4 0 
-  ( 1 -' j< 1  -wj   1    ) ,(W- i 3 0/\ 0 1/\- (3.7)

6

4

.    0/   -e                                                                                            Ewhich connects transformations of the form exp l w F with elements

of the Galilei group, (I  . The transformation

2-(o i-2 0 (3.8)

is itself a Lorentz transformation (a rotation through 180=

around the 2nd axis)·.  Hence, the previous result can be restated
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1 in the more convenient form:

The interaction Wl is invariant under proper Lorentz

transformations, if W  is invariant under the two dimen-
sional Galilei group (without dilatations) and under the

single transformation, R.

Remark.  The invariance requirement under the two dimensional

Galilei group can be easily satisfied; in particular, one may use

one's intuition gained in nonrelativistic quantum·mechanics.  Thus,
the non-trivial requirement is the invariance under the transforma-

tion R.  The transformation properties of the various kinematic

quantities under R can be read off from eqs. (2.9), (2.20).                 '
L

On restricting ourselves to two-body interactions without

spin-orbit coupling, it is easy to verify that the only invariant

combination of quark operators in the standard frame is the fol-
r--

lowing:

I  (€'<bal'11-  :(   T'-(4'.'1')  cf(El,9))('1(ti'  9-4)  9(15  +,)):                                                                                         1

4:(¢Gi,·i')   c C  ii,9)) (f( ),1-4) 6·3  @Fl  %61)): . (3.9)

In the last equation we introduced the longitudinal momentum

fractions y, y ', ( 0 4y, y' 6 1) of the quarks. The transforma-

tion properties of the momentum components under R being:

RR.- P , RB=-p*                 i
Rp.4    ,       R A=  p,

B

t· ,fr·
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one easily verifies that an interaction of the form:

Ot =  S a,9«1.21' i d.1 I(1,''tt) 9) 4,((21-*)2,4(1-9))

.El -4* t.·*   _31_ 31.-)
29     2 (1-li)-     2         2(1-91 / (3.10)

satisfies all the invariance requirements. The function -U<-0,;9 ,
with   tf = (4 -  ' )2,  9 = y( 1-y), is in principle arbitrary:  it

is a "potential" describing the interaction between quark pairs.

It is worth noticing at this point, that the operator expression

(3.9), when written out in terms of the operators a, b, etc. con-

tains only products of the form:

:G:'c ii''t) a C £,4)) C  6  (-  2;,1-9)    e (-1',  C,-9)):

- : (1  +     c'   r3 °)

but no terms describing a quark-quark interaction.  As a conse-

quence, no invariant two-body interaction can be written down

which would generate e.5. bound states of two quarks (rather than

a quark-antiquark pair).

Motivated by the properties of the meson spectrum and by

considerations of simplicity, we conjecture that a reasonable

approximation to« '€,S) may be a transverse oscillator poten-

tial:

·««,43) - (1,1  72; St"Cei- ii,), (3.11)
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/      where the coupling constant g  is to be determined by fitting
the meson spectrum. In what follows, we explore consequences

17)

of the pair interaction (3.10) with the choice (3.11) for the

potential.

The interaction Hamiltonian derived from (3.10) becomes:

1-11   -   SetB   diT '124'j d.    1' C  c 9,-4,)5   ct-'1))
I.

,     Uc B)   I c   EiS 'il  3     '1)  Ut.(B) (3.12)

.    Btp(B) R,U'(8) ·

The explicit expression of Hl can be easily worked out by obserying
that the Galilean boost, B, affects only the arguments of the quark
operators, cf. eq. (2,20).

There is a further requirement which the interaction

Hamiltonian has to satisfy.  Working in the interaction picture,
one must be able to write Hl as the surface integral of an inter-
action density, Ze].(21 x; t) such that at equal times the density
commutes on the surface t = const.:

[324(ir,Kit),Sk,(it:*'bil= o (3.13)

(Conditi6n (3.13) guarantees that the time ordered product of

factors of Hl(t), and hence, the scattering operator in the inter-

action picture is Lorentz invariant.)

In order to show the covariance of the time ordered product,
it is evidently sufficient that (3.13) be satisfied at t = 0.

L
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Introduce the Fourier transform of the quark operators:               i

09
I A . 1
(V  c x   * )-               wi   (el    5  .dp..    e,  c Fi:+  px,ci ciip) . (3.14)-1, , (ZIO J _9912'pl

·

Pi

One verifies that    (2, x) satisfies the following anticommuta-
tion relations:

fedic ST,x) ) <32<,< 1 x ) 3       1
I. *,, 2  = o

1*(ir,x),ijf'(it' x')  = 3"Cir- ,) 80,_*,)  .   (3.15)                    _

'„

Using (3.14) and a standard change of variables, (3.12) can be          
rewritten as follows:

HA  .      j  a' 2   a R.    3·eA C 4,R) , (3.16)

where:

Je.*C < R) =   j  d'fed,-  Wc:; if ) [ OFCAR,R.'1)  (R.i,Bil)
I'

,@ti-s , e-£)# (a-i,R-0) + (1-491)1 .
(3.17)

..,
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In the last equation, W(Z r) is the Fourier transform of
the potential v.  Using (3.15), one verifies that the expression
(3.17) indeed satisfies (3.13) with any W.  At present, the
general class of invariant interactions which also satisfy (3.13)

is not known to the present authors.  However, by constructing
some examples, one can see that the limitation imposed by (3.13)
is  a  non-trivial  one. (For example,  a pair interaction  of  the
form (3.17) but with an octet coupling between quarks at the same
point would violate (3.13).)                                                1

4.  Pair operators; collective excitations.
We conjecture that meson states are described - at least in          -

some approximation - by bound quark-antiquark pairs.  Therefore,
let us consider the following superposition of quark pair opera-

·

rtorst

At,N (P, p) = UC 8(*,Pi) %;, U'-( BCB, F)) (4.1)

and their Hermitean conjugates.  The operators At   (the quark
r N

pair operators in the standard frame) are Kiven by the expression:

4

Al     -2  1-,di-  CA  fN(4,9)  0+09,9)le 64-*k,4-y),pN    O 8a-93 J (4.2)

(f=  0,1,1,3)  .

u#-               1The functions fN are determined from the requirement that A 'lei 10>
1be an eigenstate of mass MN'of the full Hamiltonian.  The factor            j

1

1
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I
1(1-1)  has been extracted for convenienoe,  wheras Z  is a normalization

factor to be determined later.

The eigenvalue condition can be written in the following form:                  i

1

 H.+ H,1 )     =   -  ' +  MN     6N C F, P)         (4.3)                        12P

The expression of the Hamiltonian is given by eqs. (2.21),  (3.9),

(3.11)  and  (3.12).  First one easily finds

Wtl_
I  5-14 )  r,iN 1   -0 , (= 112 .                        L

By using the  transformation properties of the interaction Hamiltonian,
r

Hl,  under boosts one gets that

U( B(zip)) Hi Ut Bcz,p)) =  P Hi

and consequently

I liti, At-1    0, 2- 1 2-)
(4.4)

In other words, the Pransversi spin combinations of quark pairs are

not bound by the interaction written down  in the previous section.
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Next, the equations for the "longitudinal" spin combinations,

 20  3,   0,     have   to
be worked  out.     As an example,   we  work  out  the

equations  for    1 - 0;    the  case    11 -3 is  similar.   For the  sake  of
brevity, the subsoript "0" will be omitted from now on.

-        After some straightforward algebra we find:
42

D 1.1,+ 11), 4(F
pill

p       AfN c  , P)hle           2,7
A

/ izz

+  1-7 < -dE- 4 1 -3-- - c31 =u--2) 7 ') <N(il,z)-2p  6- 2  zu-Z)              C Zu-z,)

x at(z *i  1 =p)66'( (t-=)' -i,Ic'-2)P) . (4·5)            1
:

In order to obtain an equation for the pair operator. (4.1),  we had

to make a Hartree=Fook approximation to the right-hand-side of eq. (4.5)·

( Otherwise, we would have obtained an infinite set of equations,
.

connecting n-quark operators to  (n+2)-quark operators. )  In this

approximation operator products e.go of the form:

Clt  C;i.,95)   Rlil.,9,)  K(2<' ')   '1   4 '14  

are replaced by

all.  041.1,)<ol  stdd„10>  -   de„ et<01   0%  ed.10>  ,
(4.6)
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1

thus trunoating the infinite,set of equations for the  n-quark

operators. We assume for the moment that the vacuum expectation

value of operators  of  the form 4*%9,1  64,4%)         and    <Cc ,Itt) Cl(*lti)

vanishes,  i.e.  that  the  Fock vacuum  is  the  true  ground

18)state.

Thus, with the potential  (3.11) we find  that  the  eigenvalue

condition (4.3) is satisfied if f  obeys the Schr6dinger

equation:

1 31_  -    940  Y ci-91   vi       :IN  C id)   =                                                                                               1<'ic'-9 ) ...

ln

=   MA ill (1,41 . (4.7)
1

r.

This  is  the  SohrSdinger  equation  of  a  harmonio  oscillator

in two dimensions. Its normalised solution can be written in

terms  of  associated Laguerre pol$nomials:

<Nl09)- Unm( 11    n.     7  -2+  1- - ,1(n+imt)13(       c-

im0 Iml -*
i G i lm' e L '·    c Q') 

K.,m= (  (2nt irn!+ 4),                                 (4.8)
 h-- 0, L,2).- .  3 rn= 0,0.1,0.2,..·)>
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, :

where
-'

Q= -
903  ycl -94                                                                                                                                                                                  1

 

 a.ne= .8 1-._.
95     · 02-                                                                            i

(4.9)

i  

The normalization  factor,  Z,  is  determined  from  the  requirement            1

that  in  the  same  approximation  as ·used  in  deriving  eq.  (4.7),

the  pair operators At rnC F. P) create free  -  composite  -
L_

particles.  To  this  end we  calculate  the  commutator of Anmc F'P 

with  its  Hermitean  conjugate.

After a brief calculation we find:

[  A. ,m  (f'p) '   Atm,  c pS p') 3 --

rlz)  *    -*/ \= 49:.22 2'p' 6(F-p') 6 Cp-p,x

* S a,d  Unnicd)   Uh'm'(65)

+  ( ter,rs Containin)   21-0  ,   6+6 ) ,
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' I

*

Thus, on taking the Hartree-Fock approximation to the right-hand-

side, we find that

Z- (25)-
i

(4.10)

(2) .b     -2 /

[Anrn( p, 0, At: miC fl ')j=" 3nn'Jynm'  2'pl &(11'-FI)6 cp-P )  .      (4.11)

This tells us that the operators A, At describe free "collective

excitations" of the system, with a spectrum given by (4,8) .  In

view of (4.11), one can write down an effective Hamiltonian, H",

for the collective excitations, viz:

2

1-1'-  I_ id# Ide-    flt_Mm_ An„f Rp)AnmcAp),                                                           r-
n m 0      2 P                         g.p                                                                                                                    (4.12)

AA,2-
'7nrn =  clfi  ( 2nplmi+ €L)   .

The reader will recognize that our treatment of the pair excita-

tions bears a close resemblance to Bofolinbov's method of handling

19)                                     1
collective states in a superconductor.

The oscillator wave functions (4.8) tell us that the pro-

bability of finding a quark pair with very different longitudinal

momenta  (y-9 0  or  y -> 1) vanishes exponentially, unless  the  rela-

tive transverse momentum is exactly zero.  (Practically, the

quark pairs share the lonritudinal momentum in equal amounts,

y * *.)   For y w -&, the characteristic spread of the wave packet
1

in transverse coordinate space is of the order gi , which is the

J
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t

fundamental length in the theory.

   It can be observed that the wave functions (4.8) are ir-

reducible tensors under rotations around the Od axis.  For

example, the wave functions for m= &1 can be written in Car-

tesian form as:
-51

1„Cd) -_.2--*1  e-      1   1 (42) . (4.13)
\1'*(n+A)

Finally, we record the low-energy behavior ( lQ\-> 0) of the

oscillator functions. S ince

, imt In+im'\                                                                                                2

L n CO)
\n )

we have:          
 '

r·

imel
Idlm e f (n+Iwil) *

Unm (01   .   m!    \  lr-- nt , (161 -*0) .

(4.14)

5.  Elastic scattering of spinless mesons. Duality.

We now add a phenomenological term to the Hamiltonian in order

to obtain scattering.  We assume that the dominant process in the

scattering of mesons is that the two incoming mesons annihilate

and thereby excite the collective modes of the system.  The col-

lective excitations then propagate according to the dynamics

'

'd
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/      , described in the previous sections and finally Fenera-to the two         f

outgoing mesons. In this approximation the incoming and out-

going mesons are treated as external sources for the collective

excitations.  The advantage of this simplification is that the

scattering operator can be determined exactly.  One hopes that -

at least for certain problems - this gives a reasonable approx-

imation to the physical ·scattering amplitude.  The external

mesons are taken to be spinless and we guess a simple form of

the interaction. In order to simulate the selection rules in -

say - the 963  coupling, we allow only odd (  lmi  = 1, 3...)
two dimensional partial waves to contribute.

It is evident that Sne may rescale the energy units in such

a way that PE can be chosen to be unity.  Let C(<,q,), Cf (i, cl')
describe the absorption and emission of the external mesons,

respectively.    We  try the following  form  for the effective inter-

action in the standard frame:

r.'

.        1-14= 2 f ·23_a'd:agely' (0'Cit'I)€ bt(44,1-'1)+ A.C.)
'ic'-9 )  4/(i- li')

(5.1)

*-U.(ET,9 39'9') (C(€*ST)C(-iN) + A.c.).

We simply choose for the "potential," 11, an antisymmetrized    8 -

function:

0.

-4     -41\

11(i,931,9,) -1 ISCQ-Q )-  (44(19  ,               (502)-
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while the constant  1  will be fixed later. Evidently, the potential

(5.2) oan be expanded in terms of oscillator functions (4.8) as follows:

U( 1,9,  4', 't' ) ==  3 Unml(1) Unrn
4 - Cd')

R 1 (tn = ocla )

so that

#4  n                                                                                                                                                                     C d')    4-     4 . c.)

H  -  -  -62,&,    ( Snma„,„
9/ (1-99     n, (rn =odd)

x (C E 21'' 4,) C C- 4'' 4-9,) +  %1.e. )
. (5·3)

i

A general state of two incoming mesons can be written in terms
of L=-

a standard two-meson state, boosted up to the desired center-of-mass

momentum, viz.:

14,27 - UL BC-P,p)) C-'-(24,9)C+(-1, (1-9)) 103>.
(5.4)

We calculate the scattering amplitude ih the standard frame,

i.e.    =0 , p=i in eq. (5·4). Before the calculation is performed

two remarks are in order.

First, the use of the phenomenological interaction (5.3) makes

sense physically if the factor containing the external particles

is replaced by its expecuation value; thus one effectively deals

with a classical source. (External field approximation.)

Second, using  eqs.   (4.11),   (4.12), one observes:    [H, At.,3= At, Tm.

1
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1

.,

Therefore, as long as one stays in the standard frame, the calculation can

be simplified by considering (4.11) and (4.12) to be built up fromveffec-

tive osoillator operators,      8,   Bt:

H'- 4-Y-- Mlm Bt  BnmL nrri nm

IBnm , 51'm,1= Enn'3,nm' (5·5)

We write for the matrix element of the transition operator:

-1-r. =-,2RY' c o  (,1- PF - 2 Pr") 63'  ,
A          SCI) r   F-          (f)

tl
(5.6)

where C ' is the scattering amplitude.
6...

Notice that in the standard frame 2/h< for the incoming particles

is just the total invariant mass squared:

7- fic - s2, r-

while the longitudinal momentum fractions are fixed   at   yny'4. C equal   mass

scattering).  In the external field approximation  H9' is to be replaced

by its expectation value between a two-meson state and the vacuum with

respect to the external mesons, i.e.

- 4-  9- E- tnt -
,D   unm,2%) + 8.c.) 0. n rn

h,(rn=odd)

(5.7)

Here   is the relative transverse momentum of the incident (outgoing) me-

son  pair,   and the condition  14 was taken into account.   (   In what follows,
we continue to denote the quantity (5·7) by H"). Next,.take a low energy

6pproximation to  H" , i.e. take                                                    f
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.0.

its limit as  IqI->0.  (This is reasonable, since at high

energies we cannot expect the scattering amplitude to be well

described by the approximation used here, anyhow.)

Using (4,14) and Koing over to a Cartesian basis, we get:

H' =  -13_- i 3-  'RIZ  ( 2'1  + Bo) (5.8)
2 fF      4 i

(Since from now on we will work exclusively in the standard

frame, we omit the tilde from the notation.)  Since H'' is

approximated by the contribution of the dominant (lowest) partial

wave, we may retain that wave only in the expression of the effec-

tive Hamiltonian, (4.12), of the collective excitations. In the .-.

standard frame we thus have:

-4    0*

H'. F (n+i) BI Bn (5.9)

On choosing   X = z %2/8, the total e ffective Hamiltonian hecomes

DO
-9.  -*

I./ 1 ,//

7    Ini,)  81   Bn  + IRI:I   i (  B  t- Bo) 0 (5.10)H +H N/
n=o

It is a straightforward matter to calculate the scattering ampli-

tude with such a Hamiltonian. One has to remember that eifren-

states of (5.10) are coherent states.  Introduce the operator

U(q) by the equation:

4(9)  C    H'+  14')  lf'i er)  =/(n.4,   E+6n   n
n i
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1

where
-D -*     -*

4% = Bn- An

This gives ..4

An. C--d
11/ e \ -*  3-   En- 2
VIC&, - exp 9.ZFF -  -1

(The vacuum expectation values of the various operators are

always subtracted.)

Thus, the scattering  amplitude,    ,  in the standard frame becomes:

T- <bl  I IRIT   (.( +4)  U ( 4,)12(s) U44)n                                                 (5.11)

*l--   9.(B +Tio)  t o>n

where R(s) is the resolvent of the free Hamiltonian:

0. -t

RCs)= C-Br-rcn+4, 6tb )-1.= C 52-H')-1
i n -4. +

= S t- X 2 n2 - rcr,+4) En6n (5.12)

0

Remember that U(t) satisfies the equation:

E H') UCEL<l = H" Util) ,
(5.13)

1
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we derive:

(  1-  ek,tell 11 e-H'61' )     = H»U
I=L (5.14)

This, together with (5.12), gives the following representation

for -   ,

5- -    Dt  Gmu (5.15)
1=2= i 1

where

i                          M'

6(119)- -i St  x-8<0'UCV) C I,x)    U+(4) 10> (5.16)        1

The evaluation of (5.16) is straightforward. (In particle

physics, expressions of this type became standard, after the

harmonic oscillator formalism of dual resonance models was dis-

covered by Fubini, Gordon, Nambu and Veneziano;20,21) the mathe-

matical techniques have been, however, known for some time.)  In

evaluating (5.15), (5.16), we have to remember that the pheno-

menological interaction, (5.1) has been approximated by its low-

energy limit. Therefore, every term of 0(i72) arising from the
interaction has to be neglected  in order to maintain the con-

sistency .of the approximation.  Observing this rule, one derives

the following expression for the amplitude, r :
4 -4-*/

3.-0  - (44,) 22 S
ax x -

(i-X)
(X Clat" -4) .

-*+i -99-2
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1

.

On remembering that

42&,  =      +   Oll')

this can be replaced by

T  -  22  (11  [   C' )    f' c-  i. ,)1-a
.1)

_r' (-  * .4)  E' 6*- 4)      .L  'I      FC-   »t + 3) r(-1-1)

Thus, a Veneziano representation is obtained for the scattering L

amplitude of scalar mesons. Evidently,   - is not fully crossing

symmetric,  However, the purpose of this exercise has been merely

to demonstrate that the contributions of the collective excitations r

can add up to give a Regge behavior of the amplitude.  Given the
4

fact that the scattering amplitude has been calculated in a very

crude approximati6n, we believe that the result is quite satis-

factory.

1

6.  Concluding remarks,

In this paper we tried to make the first steps toward a

dynamical theory of hadrons based on the parton hypothesis.  We

believe that the structure of dynamics emerging from these con-

siderations is sufficiently interesting in order to warrant further

investigation.  In particular, the formulation of the theory

directly in front form (without recourse to the use of fields

and constraint equations) reveals a considerable freedom in set-

ting up the dynamical equations.  This may be particularly useful          

L.                                                         D
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in a search for a consistent theory of hadrons. In this respect

the examples worked out in the last two sections are quite in-

structive.  Even though the model chosen is a very primitive

one (and also contains a certain amount of arbitrariness), it

suggests a physical picture which may well be at least qualita-

21)
tively correct.

The results of the calculations suggest namely that our pre-

sent concepts and methods used in high energy physics correspond

essentially to a "low-energy approximation" to a future, more

complete theory.  The front form of dynamics is particularly

appropriate from this point of view. Due to the Galilean struc-

ture of the theory in transverse space, quite a number of intui-

tively useful concepts (excitation energies, etc.) can be carried

over from nonrelativistic theories in a Lorentz invariant way.

A final remark is in order concerning the nature of "con-           r

stituents" of hadrons.  Whereas in the present paper the theory
"

was formulated as if quarks were ordinary "particles, it seems

that such objects can never be seen as real particles by any

observer in an inertial frame of reference. While this question

is still under investigation at present, we wish to offer the

following qualitative argument.  Quarks play a role similar to

the "bare quanta"   in a field theory.    It is known  that  the  num-

ber of bare quanta is not a Lorentz invariant quantity in an in-

teracting theory.  Since quark states were defined in a LF, any

inertial observer is connected with that frame via an infinite
1

boost.  This in turn changes a single-quark state into an infinite

Superposition of quarks. It appears then that .parton (quark)

&
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operators appear as convenient mathematical objects, in terms of

which the theory can be formulated simply; however, they probably

have no direot particle interpretation in an inertial frame of

reference.
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                                                                                                                                      Table    1

Action of discrete symmetry operations on the quark operators

Symmetry Operation Remarks

U(C) Cf (z, p) U(C)+ =  c €C T(z,-p) Superscript T stands
for "transposed."

ucs) 9,(4, P) u(s)t = " .s€Ce(E. P)                                     11
U(Q) C. )(z, p) U(Q)t = / Q ( 1. T(Z, p) Q is antiunitary:

reverse order of
operator products
(Schwinger)

12 c , 71 s , 12 Q are arbitrary phase factors.
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